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 Although considerable progress has been made in understanding the genetic basis of morphologic traits (for
example, body size and coat color) in dogs and wolves, the genetic basis of their behavioral divergence is poorly un-
derstood. An integrative approach using both behavioral and genetic data is required to understand the molecular
underpinnings of the various behavioral characteristics associated with domestication. We analyze a 5-Mb genomic
region on chromosome 6 previously found to be under positive selection in domestic dog breeds. Deletion of this
region in humans is linked to Williams-Beuren syndrome (WBS), a multisystem congenital disorder characterized by
hypersocial behavior. We associate quantitative data on behavioral phenotypes symptomatic of WBS in humans with
structural changes in the WBS locus in dogs. We find that hypersociability, a central feature of WBS, is also a core
element of domestication that distinguishes dogs from wolves. We provide evidence that structural variants in GTF2I
andGTF2IRD1, genespreviously implicated in thebehavioral phenotypeofpatientswithWBSandcontainedwithin the
WBS locus, contribute to extreme sociability in dogs. This finding suggests that there are commonalities in the genetic
architecture of WBS and canine tameness and that directional selection may have targeted a unique set of linked
behavioral genes of large phenotypic effect, allowing for rapid behavioral divergence of dogs and wolves, facilitating
coexistence with humans.dva
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Although decades of research have focused on the unique relationship
between humans and domestic dogs, the role of genetics in shaping
canine behavioral evolution remains poorly understood. Existing
hypotheses on the behavioral divergence between dogs and wolves
posit that dogs are more adept at social problem solving (1) because
of an evolved human-like social cognition (2, 3). However, mounting
evidence suggests that human-socialized wolves canmatch or exceed
the performance of domestic dogs across these sociocognitive do-
mains (4). Empirical demonstrations remain robust that dogs display
exaggerated gregariousness, referred to as hypersociability, which is a
heightened propensity to initiate social contact that is often extended
to members of another species, when compared with wolves into
adulthood. Hypersociability, one facet of the domestication syn-
drome (5), is a multifaceted phenotype that includes extended prox-
imity seeking and gaze (6, 7), heightened oxytocin levels (6), and
inhibition of independent problem-solving behavior in the presence
of humans (8). This behavior is likely driven by behavioral neoteny,
which is the extension of juvenile behaviors into adulthood and
increasing the ability for dogs to form primary attachments to social
companions (4).Because of strict selective breeding rules, distinct dog breeds con-
form to a predictable phenotype. This population structure and isola-
tion present the dog as a powerful model to explore the genetic
underpinnings of complex traits such as behavior (9). Many dog breeds
have been collectively scored using standardized tests for behavioral
personality traits central to their domesticated nature (for example,
playfulness, sociability, aggression, trainability, curiosity, or boldness)
and breed-specific function (for example, herding, pointing, chasing,
working) (9–17). Although there has been strong selection for breed
conformation, interindividual variation suggests that genetics play
a detectable role in shaping canine social behavior (18).
Here, we focus on sociability as informative on the divergence pro-
cess of dogs from wolves during domestication. This canine behavioral
gestalt was previously implicated in phenotype evolution in the dog ge-
nome through a genome-wide association scan of more than 48,000–
single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotypes from 701 dogs from
85 breeds and 92 gray wolves with a Holarctic distribution (19). Using
divergence, the top ranking outlier site was located within SLC24A4, a
gene known to contain polymorphisms linked to eye and hair color var-
iation in humans (19). The second ranking site was located within
WBSCR17, a gene implicated in Williams-Beuren syndrome (WBS)
in humans. WBS is a neurodevelopmental disorder caused by a 1.5-
to 1.8-Mb hemizygous deletion on human chromosome 7q11.23
spanning approximately 28 genes (20). This syndrome is characterized
by delayed development, cognitive impairment, behavioral abnormal-
ities, and hypersociability (21–23). A number of other studies have
taken a different approach and targeted genes linked to social behavior
in other taxa. For example, targeted variation was surveyed in the do-
pamine receptor D4 and tyrosine hydroxylase, both genes extensively
studied for their roles in the primate brain’s reward system (24). The
study found an association between longer repeat polymorphisms with
lowered activity and impulsivity in a limited survey of breeds. In a similar1 of 12
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napproach, variation surveyed at a regulatory SNP in the oxytocin recep-
tor gene, also known to influence human pair bonding, was found to be
associated with proximity seeking and friendliness in two dog breeds
(25). However, behavioral genetic studies are still plagued with the chal-
lenge to understand the genetic architecture of nearly every facet of a
complex behavior. Our study seeks to overcome this obstacle in the ca-
nine model.
We focus on a candidate chromosomal region implicated in canine
sociability, a trait arguablymore central to the domesticationprocess than
increased social cognition, and the adjacent orthologous region that has
been mapped to human WBS. We demonstrate that domestic dogs ex-
hibit someof the key behavioral traits quantified in individualswithWBS,
most notably hypersociability in the absence of superior social cognition.
We integrate targeted resequenced data of the candidate canine WBS
region with behavioral measures of sociability and cognition to dis-
entangle the genetic underpinnings of this multifaceted behavioral trait.
We find strong evidence that structural variation (SV) in our target
region, which is orthologous to the region of the human genome affected
by SV in WBS, also contributes to hypersociability in domestic dogs. o
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 RESULTS
Solvable tasks and sociability measures
We evaluated the human-directed sociability of 18 domestic dogs and
10 captive human-socialized graywolves using standard sociability (7, 26)
and problem-solving tasks (2, 8, 27) commonly used to assess human-
directed sociability in canines. Three sociability metrics were constructed
to assess behaviors indicative of WBS (22): attentional bias to social
stimuli (ABS), hypersociability (HYP), and social interest in strangers
(SIS) (tables S1 and S2). Solvable task performance was used to assess
attentional bias toward social stimuli and independent problem-solving
performance (independent physical cognition). Subjects were given up to
2 min to open a solvable puzzle box (8) that contained half of a 2.5-cm-
thick piece of summer sausage, both when alone and with a neutral hu-
man present. The trial was considered complete after meeting one of the
following conditions: The puzzle box lid was completely removed, the
food was obtained, or 2 min had elapsed. All trials were video-recorded
and coded for whether the puzzle box was solved and the time to solve it.
To compare attention toward the puzzle box versus social stimuli under
the human-present condition, we recorded the percentage of time
spent looking at the puzzle box, touching the puzzle box, and looking
at the human (8).We also had an independent researcher,whowas blind
to the purpose of this study, code 30% of the videos and found that inter-
rater reliability was very strong (weighted Cohen’s kappa, k = 0.98; 95%
confidence interval, 0.97 to 0.99). Consistentwith our hypothesis, domes-
tic dogs spent a significantly greater proportion of trial time gazing at the
humanwhen compared to wolves when a humanwas present during the
solvable task (median gaze toward human: dog, 21%; wolf, 0%; two-tailed
Mann-Whitney,ndog= 18,nwolf = 10,U=6,P<0.0001).Dogs also spent a
significantly smaller proportion of trial time looking at the puzzle box
(median gaze towards box: dog, 10%; wolf, 100%; two-tailed Mann-
Whitney, ndog = 18, nwolf = 10,U = 171.5, P = 0.0001) and a significantly
smaller proportion of trial time trying to solve the puzzle (median: dog,
6%; wolf, 98%; two-tailedMann-Whitney, ndog = 18, nwolf = 10,U = 175,
P < 0.0001) compared to wolves, a finding that has been equated with
social inhibition of problem-solving behavior in both the canine and hu-
manWBS literature (19,22). Significantlymorewolves successfully solved
the taskwhen compared todogs under both thehumanpresent and alone
conditions (human present: 2 of 18 dogs are successful, 8 of 10 wolves arevonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017successful; two-tailed Fisher’s exact test, P = 0.0005; alone: 2 of 18 dogs
are successful, 9 of 10 wolves are successful; two-tailed Fisher’s exact
test, P = 0.0001). Overall, concordant withWBS, dogs displayed greater
ABS than wolves did, corresponding to a reduction in independent
problem-solving success (fig. S1).
The sociability testmeasured human-directed proximity-seeking be-
havior and was assessed by comparing total sociability scores across all
sociability conditions. Each phase occurred twice, once with an un-
familiar human and once with a familiar human, totaling four phases
run over eight consecutive minutes. In all phases, the experimenter sat
on a familiar chair (dogs) or bucket (wolves) inside amarked circle of
1-m circumference denoting proximity. During the passive phase,
the experimenter sat quietly on the chair or bucket and ignored
the subject by looking down toward the floor. If the animal sought
physical contact, then the experimenter touched the subject twice
but did not speak or make eye contact with the animal. During the
active phase, the experimenter called the animal by name and actively
encouraged contact while remaining in their designated location.
Consistent with our hypothesis, dogs spent more time in proximity
to humans than did wolves (median percent of time spent within
1 m of humans: dogs, 65%; wolves, 35%; two-tailed Mann-Whitney,
ndog = 18, nwolf = 9,U = 30, P < 0.005). Dog and wolf sociability toward
an unfamiliar human was used to assess SIS. Consistent with our hy-
pothesis, dogs spentmore timewithin 1mof a strangerwhen compared
to wolves (median: dogs, 53%; wolves, 28%); however, this difference
was not statistically significant (two-tailed Mann-Whitney, ndog = 18,
nwolf = 9, U = 76, P = 0.51). In summary, dogs were hypersocial com-
pared towolves, although therewas no significant difference in their SIS
(fig. S1).
We reduced the dimensionality of six behavioral traits (table S3) to
three components that are orthogonal and uncorrelated to each other,
whereas ABS, HYP (hypersociability), and SIS are correlated. Principal
component 1 (PC1), PC2, and PC3 accounted for 50, 22, and 14% of
total behavioral variation, respectively.We have calculated both Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) (KMO = 0.62, with values of >0.6 recommended
as informative) and Bartlett’s test, whichwas significant [c2(15) = 60.42,
P = 2.13 × 10−07]. Analysis of the loadings of the constituent behaviors
(table S3 and fig. S1) indicated that PC1 represents an autonomous or
independent phenotype, as this component is negatively correlatedwith
all behaviors associated with human-directed sociability with the excep-
tion of “proximity unfamiliar passive.” PC1 also had positive loadings
from “time look object,” a measure indicating a lack of ABS (fig. S2).
Loadings of each behavior were roughly equal, with the exception of
proximity unfamiliar passive, which had a loading approximately
one-third the average magnitude of the others. Loadings of PC2 were
heavily biased toward, and positively associated with, the measures of
proximity to anunfamiliar person (average loading of 0.64, as compared
to an average loading of −0.14 for the other loadings), suggesting that
PC2 reflects boldness. The biologicalmeaning of PC3 ismore difficult to
interpret, but given that it is strongly and positively loaded by the be-
havior “time look human” (loading of 0.63 compared to an average
loading for all other factors of −0.15), it predominantly reflects reliance
on humans in the solvable task test. As expected, given the interpreta-
tion of PC1 as socially inhibited phenotype, dogs had lower PC1 values
than wolves (Mann-Whitney U test, U = 3, P < 0.00005; median: dogs,
−1.18; wolves, 2.31). Dogs and wolves did not have significantly differ-
ent values for PC2 (Mann-Whitney U test, U = 54, P = 0.57; median:
dogs, −0.18; wolves, −0.19) or for PC3 (Mann-WhitneyU test,U = 48,
P = 0.35; median: dogs, −0.069; wolves, 0.011).2 of 12
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 De novo annotation of structural variants
In a subset of animals with quantitative behavioral data (ndog = 16,
nwolf = 8), we collected paired-end 2x67nt sequence data from 5 Mb
spanning the candidate canine WBS locus on canine chromosome
6 [2,031,491 to 7,215,670 base pairs (bp)], which contains 46 annotated
genes, 27 of which are in the human WBS locus (tables S4 and S5; see
Materials and Methods). The target region had an average of 15.5-fold
sequence coverage (dogs, 15.2; wolves, 16.0) (table S5). We obtained
genotypes for 26,296 SNPs, which we further filtered to retain 4844
SNPs with nonmissing polymorphic data (average density of 1 SNP
for every 14.4 kb). To confirm this region as containing species-specific
variation, we first determined whether this region displays signals of
positive selection in the dog genome, an effort to independently vali-
date the original (19). We calculated the composite bivariate percentile
score and confirmed that the candidate gene, WBS chromosome
region 17 (WBSCR17), is under positive selection as a domestication
candidate and was significantly depleted of heterozygosity in dogs
(meanHO: dog, 0.01; wolf, 0.37; one-tailed t test with unequal variance,
P = 7.4 × 10−38) (fig. S3 and table S6).
Because this candidate region shows SV linked to WBS in humans
(20) and is known to vary widely in its functional consequences [for
example, neurodevelopmental diseases (28) and autism spectrum dis-
orders (29)], we completed in silico SV annotation in the dog and wolf
genomes using three programs—SVMerge (30), SoftSearch (31), and
inGAP-sv (32), which together use all available SVdetection algorithms:
read pair (RP), short reads (SR), read depth (RD), and assembly-based
(AS).We annotated 38 deletions, 30 insertions, 13 duplications, 6 trans-
positions, a single inversion, and 1 complex variant relative to the
reference dog genome (tables S7 and S8). There was considerable pri-
vate variation, with 31 annotated SVs found only in dogs, 26 found only
in wolves, and a level of heterogeneity observed in wolves that is com-
parable to that found in human WBS (mean n: wolf, 21; dog, 15; two-
tailed t test, P = 0.026) (table S9) (33).
Candidate region association test
Linear mixed models were used to determine the association of SVs
with human-directed sociability. Three univariate models were tested
for their association with each of the three behavioral indices (ABS,
HYP, and SIS) (Fig. 1). In addition, we tested for the association of
SVs with the three behavioral indices collectively, referred to as the be-
havioral indexmodel, and separatelywith amodel that included the first
three PCs (PC model) describing human-directed sociable behavior
(Fig. 2). Four genic SVs were significantly associated with human-
directed social behavior (adjusted P < 2.38 × 10−3): one SV within
GTF2I (Cfa6.66), one SV within GTF2IRD1 (Cfa6.72), and two within
WBSCR17 associated with ABS (Cfa6.3 and Cfa6.7) (Table 1). In ad-
dition, two intergenic SVs were significantly associated with ABS
(Cfa6.69, P = 1.56 × 10−4; Cfa6.27, P = 3.31 × 10−4), and Cfa6.27 was
also associated with the PCs (P = 1.24 × 10−4). However, we focused our
analyses on genic SVs to infer any potential functional impact. Cfa6.66
was associated with multiple sociability metrics (ABS and SIS) and had
the strongest two association signals (P = 1.38 × 10−4 and P = 1.95 ×
10−4, respectively) (Table 1).GTF2I andGTF2IRD1 aremembers of the
transcription factor II-I (TFII-I) family, a set of paralogous genes that
have been repeatedly linked to the expression of HYP in mice (34, 35),
and are specifically implicated in the hypersociable phenotype of per-
sons with WBS (36, 37).
To disentangle the association of SVs with behavior from an associ-
ation with species membership, we incorporated species as a covariatevonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017(table S10). These analyses were consistent with our initial findings for
Cfa6.66, Cfa6.3, and Cfa6.7. Locus Cfa6.66 remained significantly asso-
ciated with multiple sociability metrics (ABS, P = 2.33 × 10−4; SIS, P =
1.67 × 10−3) and showed the strongest association of any genic SV.
Cfa6.3 and Cfa6.7 both retained their associations with ABS (P =
1.06 × 10−3 and P = 9.56 × 10−4, respectively), as did the intergenic
SVs Cfa6.69 (P = 1.36 × 10−4) and Cfa6.27 (P = 5.56 × 10−4). Further-
more, the ABS effect size (b) remained stable for the association
models with and without species membership as a covariate (ABS b
without covariates: Cfa6.3 = 0.11, Cfa6.7 = 0.12, Cfa6.27 = −0.15,
Cfa6.66 = 0.23, Cfa6.69 = −0.15; ABS b with covariates: Cfa6.3 = 0.081,
Cfa6.7 = 0.10, Cfa6.27 = −0.13, Cfa6.66 = 0.23, Cfa6.69 = −0.14), indicat-
ing that the observed effects on sociability are not an artifact of species
differences. An association test of each locus with species membership
further supports this interpretation as none of the behavior-associated
SVs significantly associated with species membership alone (table S11).
Functional impact of annotated structural variants
Wenext determined whether these behavior-associated SVs were pre-
dicted to have a functional impact. We used Ensembl’s Variant Effect
Predictor (VEP) v84 (38) with Ensembl transcripts for the CanFam3.1
reference genome to assign putative functional consequences to all
insertions, deletions, andduplications in the filtered set of SVs. Because
of a software limitation that VEP is unable to assign consequences
for transitions, inversions, and complex SV, we manually inspected
seven sites (six TRA, one INV, and one D_I) in the UCSC (University
of California, Santa Cruz) genome browser with Ensembl genemodels
(39). We found three transcription ablations, seven loss-of-start co-
dons, and five transcript amplifications (table S12). All SVs significantly
associated with human-directed social behavior were “feature trunca-
tions,” except for Cfa6.3, which was a “feature elongation” that is likely
due to a lost stop codonor the elongation of an internal sequence feature
relative to the reference. Annotation of Cfa6.3, Cfa6.7, Cfa6.66, and
Cfa6.72 as modifiers of gene function suggests a direct association be-
tween these variants and human-directed social behavior, as quanti-
fied by our behavioral measures, mediated by possible interference with
WBSCR17, GTF2I, and GTF2IRD1.
PCR validation and analysis of structural variants
The in silico SV detection algorithms applied to the targeted resequenc-
ing data can identify the presence or absence of an SV but cannot pre-
dict the underlying genotype of an individual for a given SV. To
corroborate the in silico findings and investigate the possibility of other
geneticmodels, we used polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification
and agarose gel electrophoresis to determine the codominant genotypes
at the top four loci (Cfa6.6, Cfa6.7, Cfa6.66, andCfa6.83) (fig. S4). These
four SVs overlapped with short interspersed nuclear transposable
elements (TEs) with high sequence identity to the reference (182 to
259 bp; 91 to 96% pairwise identity over 193 bp). We further surveyed
insertional variation in 298 canids consisting of coyotes, gray wolves
(representing populations from Europe, Asia, and North America),
American Kennel Club (AKC)–registered breeds, and semidomestic
dog populations (seeMaterials andMethods).We repeated the analysis
with the codominant SV genotypes to determine whether there was an
association with species membership. Coyotes were excluded from this
analysis, and semi-domestic dogs were grouped with domestic dog.
All outlier SVs, now with codominant genotypes, were significantly
associatedwith speciesmembership [Cfa6.6: c2 = 23.91;P= 1.01 × 10−6;
odds ratio (OR), 0.33; Cfa6.7: c2 = 57.63; P = 3.16 × 10−14; OR, 13.83;3 of 12
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 Cfa6.66: c2 = 35.12; P = 3.1 × 10−9; OR, 0.25; Cfa6.83: c2 = 17.11; P =
3.53 × 10−5; OR, NA), confirming this region’s original identification
(19). Similar results were obtained if we only included “modern” breeds,
as per the originalmethod that located this region (Cfa6.6: c2 = 11.9;P=
0.0006;OR, 0.45; Cfa6.7:c2 = 40.87;P=1.63× 10−10;OR, 10.35; Cfa6.66:
c2 = 41.97;P=9.25× 10−11;OR, 0.20;Cfa6.83:c2 = 20.41;P=6.24× 10−6;
OR, NA) (19), with site-specific patterns (frequency of TE insertion in
modern dogs and wolves, respectively: Cfa6.6, 0.52 and 0.32; Cfa6.7,
0.39 and 0.06; Cfa6.66, 0.10 and 0.37; Cfa6.83, 0.17 and 0.00).
We calculated the frequency of insertions per locus by population or
species membership. The TEs segregated at low frequencies in coyotes
andwere variable across wolf populations and dog breeds (fig. S5). Only
one coyote carried a single insertion of the TE at locus Cfa6.6, with both
Cfa6.6 and Cfa6.7 highly polymorphic across domestic dogs (fig. S5, B
and C). Locus Cfa6.66 is found in wolves from China, Europe, and the
Middle East and in the WBS study wolves, but only within six dog
breeds (boxer, basenji, cairn terrier, golden retriever, Jack Russell terrier,
and Saluki), the WBS dogs, two New Guinea singing dogs (NGSDs),
and a single pariah dog (fig. S5D). Cfa6.83 appears to be a de novo
insertion within domestic dogs because it is lacking entirely within
the wild canids (fig. S5E), with a low to moderate frequency within
the semidomestic dog populations surveyed (pariah dog, n = 1; village
dogs: Africa, n = 1; Puerto Rico, n = 5). Genetic analysis of only WBS
dogs and wolves only, coupled with behavioral data, revealed trends per
locus as follows: More insertions at Cfa6.6 were correlated with
increased ABS and HYP (r = 0.50 and 0.42, respectively), with weaker
relationships for SIS (r= 0.11);more insertions at Cfa6.7 correlatedwith
increased ABS andHYP, with an inverse relationship with SIS (r = 0.13,
0.11, and −0.17, respectively); fewer insertions at Cfa6.66 is correlated
with higher trait values (r = −0.59, −0.56, and −0.27 for ABS, HYP, and
SIS, respectively); more insertions at Cfa6.83 increased all behavioral
trait values (r= 0.36, 0.44, and 0.40 forABS,HYP, and SIS, respectively).
We conducted one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using the
population or species designation as a predictor of the total number
of insertions across four outlier loci. The total number of insertions de-
pends significantly on the population (F23,274 = 19.54, P < 2 × 10
−16),
with 103 of 276 pairwise populationmean comparisons contributing to
the ANOVA significance (dog/dog, 46; wolf/dog, 28; coyote/dog, 11;
semidomestic/dog, 8; semidomestic/coyote, 3; semidomestic/wolf, 3;
wolf/coyote, 2; wolf/wolf, 2; Tukey’s post hoc test, P < 0.05) (fig. S6).
Because the gel-based genotyping method now reveals a co-
dominant genotype compared to the in silico status, we conducted an
association scan for each of the four outlier SV loci with the binary phe-
notype for each AKC breed (40), village dogs, and pariah dogs as “seeks
attention” or “avoids attention” using two logistic regression models in
R, an additive and dominant model, with sex as a covariate. The use of
breed-based stereotypes is supported by the strict genetic isolation and
selective breeding efforts that maintain breeds. Hence, many traits
strongly determined by genetic variation (including behavioral) can
be predicted with high accuracy. The central foundation and advantage
of domestication and breed formation are that selection for many
traits, including behavior, has been very strong; thus, the number of
underlying genes is apt to be small. As proof of principle, Jones et al. (9)
successfullymapped a variety of breed-associated traits in a genome-wide
association study using dog “stereotypes.” They scored breeds for
pointing, herding, boldness, and trainability and identified one locus
associated to pointing, three for herding, one for trainability, and, most
importantly, five for boldness. These loci contain likely candidate genes,
many of which are important in schizophrenia, dopamine receptors,WBSCR17
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Fig. 1. Association of structural variants with indices of human-directed social
behavior. Association with ABS (A), HYP (B), and SIS (C). Manhattan plots show
statistical significance of each variant as a function of position in target region.
Blue line denotes statistical significance to Bonferroni-corrected level (P = 2.38 × 10−3).
Genic and intergenic variants are shown as green and red boxes, respectively.4 of 12
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 and proteins linked to synaptic junctions. Vaysse et al. (16) also used
breed stereotypes to map behaviors, such as boldness, sociability, curi-
osity, playfulness, chase-proneness, and aggressiveness. They mapped
boldness to an intron of HMGA2 and sociability, defined as the “dog’s
attitude toward unknown people,” to a gene on the X chromosome after
excludingmale dogs from the analysis to accurately compare autosomal
and sex-chromosome patterns of genetic variation.
We found significant support for an association between three of the
four loci and the binary behavioral trait of seeking or avoiding attention
(additive model: Cfa6.6, OR, 0.303; P = 2.79 × 10−10; Cfa6.7, OR, 0.398;
P = 4.66 × 10−7; Cfa6.83, OR, 2.95; P = 2.83 × 10−4; dominant model:
Cfa6.6, OR, 0.184; P = 8.22 × 10−7; Cfa6.7, OR, 0.287; P = 4.31 × 10−5;
Cfa6.83, OR, 5.04; P = 6.50 × 10−4; sex was not a significant predictor in
any of these models). SV Cfa6.66 was not significant (additive model:
OR, 0.852; P = 0.496; dominant model: OR, 0.573; P = 0.124). Further,
our logistic regression found that TE copy number could significantly
predict the binary breed stereotype behavior of attention seeking or
avoidance (OR, 0.676 per insertion; P = 1.13 × 10−5, with no evidence
of a sex effect).
Genome-wide SNP survey
To identify additional candidate loci, we collected genome-wide SNP
genotypes using the Affymetrix Axiom K9HDSNPA (643,641 loci)
and Axiom K9HDSNPB (625,577 loci) arrays. We first conducted a
principal components analysis (PCA) on these genome-wide SNPgeno-
types to ensure the expected spatial clustering pattern of the samples.
With a subset of 25,510 uncorrelated and unlinked SNPs, a PCA con-
firmed the discrete spatial separation of the two species (PC1, 29.9%;
PC2, 11.8%) (fig. S7). This findingwas further supportedbyhigh-average
genome-wide differentiation (FST = 0.194), a level comparable to the
original finding (19). We next conducted a binary association test on
species membership in GEMMA and found support for the candidate
locusWBSCR17 as containing species-specific variation (P < 3 × 10−6).
Further, we tested each of the quantitative behavioral indices (ABS,
HYP, and SIS) in a univariate regression analysis and identified 222 ad-
ditional SNPswithin our 5-Mb target region associatedwith two behav-vonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017ioral traits (HYP:nSNPs = 84,meanP= 0.002; SIS:nSNPs = 138,meanP=
0.001). Our quantitative association testing identified 77,889 SNPs
outside of the resequenced region associated with each behavioral trait
(SNPs: ABS, n = 874; HYP, n = 19,373; SIS, n = 57,642; P < 0.005), im-
plicating 221 genes associated with ABS, 3520 genes with HYP, and
3118 genes with SIS. Of these, only a single-gene ontology term asso-
ciated with ABS (phosphoric ester hydrolase activity), 30 terms with
HYP, and 26 with SIS (tables S13 and S14).DISCUSSION
We present the first study to use behavioral phenotyping and genomic
methods to address the underlying genetics of personality and behav-
ioral traits in domestic dogs.We identified and resequenced a candidate
locus associated with WBS in humans and known to be under positive
selection in the domestic dog genome (19). We found that this region
also harbors a large number of highly polymorphic SVs in canines,
some ofwhich are private to an individual dog or breed. This finding is
concordant with the genetic heterogeneity of WBS in humans, where
deletions range from100 kb to 1.8Mb in sizewith variable breakpoints,
attributed to chromosomal instability (41–43). Therefore, it is not
surprising that the same is true for dogs. Here, we identified SVs found
in multiple individuals that were significantly associated with one or
more quantified behavioral traits informative on HYP and cognition.
Notably, our study revealed a statistically significant association be-
tween SVs in GTF2I and GTF2IRD1, basal transcription factors that
regulate vertebrate development (44–48), with measures of human-
directed social behavior typical of WBS. Haploinsufficiency of GTF2I
and GTF2IRD1 has been repeatedly linked to HYP in knockout mice
andWBSpatients (34, 35, 37, 48, 49). Tellingly,WBSpatientswith intact
GTF2I and GTF2IRD1 did not exhibit HYP (36, 46). Furthermore, a
recent study linkedGTF2I polymorphisms to social context–dependent
salivary oxytocin levels in humans, suggesting a possible mechanism by
whichGTF2Imay exert its effects on sociability (50). The copy number
variation associated with WBS is known to reduce transcription of
both genes within and flanking the hemizygous deletions, a molecularBA
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Fig. 2. Association of structural variants with human-directed social behavior in multivariate regressions. Association in behavioral index model (A) and PC
model (B). Manhattan plots show statistical significance of each variant as a function of position in the target region. Blue line denotes significance to Bonferroni-
corrected level (P = 2.38 × 10−3); dashed purple line denotes suggestive significance (P = 0.01). Genic and intergenic variants are shown as green and red boxes,
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 signature also found in other human syndromes (for example, Smith-
Magenis syndrome and DiGeorge syndrome) (42, 51). The causal SVs
have been confirmed in a mouse model to reduce transcription, con-
sistent with changes in gene dosage, and result in HYP, delayed growth
rates, and cognitive defects (35).
Our third described gene,WBSCR17, has not been previously asso-
ciatedwith sociability.However, this gene is up-regulated in cells treated
withN-acetylglucosamine, a glucose derivative, suggesting a role in car-
bohydrate metabolism (52). SVs inWBSCR17may represent an adap-
tation to a starch-rich diet typical of living in human settlements, a
speculation concordant with a previous study (53).
Two of the SVsmost associated withHYP, a trait uniquely displayed
in domestic dogs among the canids, were SINE (short interspersed nu-
clear element) and LINE (long interspersed nuclear element) TEs, sub-
types of retrotransposons that have high rates of insertion [for example,
1 in 108 human births has a de novo L1 insertion (54)].With large phe-
notypic consequences due to the amplification of a few loci, these mo-
bile elements have been implicated in the evolution of the canid genome
(55, 56), as well as canine disease, syndromes, andmorphology (57–62).
Because of their recent development and strong selective breeding, a
simple genetic architecture controlling many canine traits is expected.
This has been well documented for a number of canine complex traits,
such as behavior (16, 63, 64), coat color (59, 65), body size (60), and leg
length (61).
We surveyed these TEs in an extended sampling of wild and domes-
tic canines and found them to be extremely rare in coyotes, whereas
other insertions were derived and found only to segregate within do-
mestic dogs. With a larger sample size and leveraging behavioral phe-
notypes from breed stereotypes, we found a significant association
between TE copy number and behavior. Hence, it is conceivable that
selection acting onHYP-associated TEsmay have helped shape the evo-
lution of the canid family. We further suggest that canine WBS-linked
SVs likely contribute to the developmental delay that facilitates ease of
forming interspecies bonds and the juvenile-like HYP exhibited toward
these social companions into adulthood. This coupling presents an
intriguing parallel to the same processes observed in WBS-affected in-
dividuals (20). Together, these findings suggest a major role for the
TFII-I family of transcription factors in a defining behavioral phenotype
of domestic dogs, thereby mapping canine HYP to the genes associated
with HYP in humans with WBS. Our study exemplifies the successful
strategy of canine genetic studies to fine-map a heterogeneous region,
informed by and relevant to an orthologous complex human trait.vonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017In light of our findings, we propose a unifying hypothesis to explain
one aspect of canid domestication, where individuals with hypersocial
tendencies were favored under selective breeding, accentuating a be-
havior likely influenced by SVs in the canine WBS locus. Unlike the
“human-like social cognition” hypothesis of domestication (3), which
argues that dogs developed advanced forms of social cognition other-
wise unique to human beings, the HYP hypothesis presented here
posits that adult dogs show exaggeratedmotivation to seek social con-
tact, which is absent in adult wolves. Our findings provide insight into
one geneticmechanismbywhich the hypersocial response of domestic
dogs toward humans comparedwith human-rearedwolves can be acted
on and shaped by selection during species domestication. This mecha-
nism is expected to predispose dogs for hypersocial responses toward
any bonded companion. This is consistent with the finding that domes-
tic dogs appear to maintain, or even increase, the duration of social
engagements with humans and conspecifics as they approach adult-
hood, with the opposite trend found in wolves (66). In summary, our
findings suggest that the same region affected by structural variants in
human WBS is associated with the exuberant sociability of domestic
dogs. The evidence presented here represents a shift regarding the role
of domestication in the evolution of canine behavior, from a vehicle of
advanced social cognition to one of HYP.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experimental design
Behavioral data
All behaviors are an interaction of genes and individual experience. We
have previously argued that some of the behaviors that have been taken
to be domestic- or wild species–specific are in fact the consequence of
differing individual life experiences, including socialization to human
beings during the sensitive period for social development, of difference
in developmental stage, or of inequivalent testing environments or
conditions (4, 67).
Here, we ensured that both dogs and wolves were in the same
developmental stage by only including subjects over 1 year of age, well
past the species-specific window for primary socialization. All dogs and
wolves were socialized to humans as puppies, received daily contact
from human caretakers, and experienced regular free-contact interac-
tions with unfamiliar humans from puppyhood through the time of
this study. To ensure that the wolves used in this study had been so-
cialized to accepted standards and were as familiar to their caretakers asTable 1. Genic loci associated with indices of human-directed social behavior across dogs and wolves. NA, not applicable.Phenotype Locus ID SV type Position
(Mb)*b (SE) % Variation
explainedP† Candidate
geneABS Cfa6.66 Deletion 5.75 0.23 (0.09) 4.45 1.38 × 10−4 GTF2ICfa6.3 Insertion 2.14 0.11 (0.07) 0.56 8.12 × 10−4 WBSCR17Cfa6.7 Deletion 2.54 0.12 (0.07) 0.62 8.89 × 10−4 WBSCR17SIS Cfa6.66 Deletion 5.75 −27.0 (24.80) 11.45 1.95 × 10−4 GTF2ITop three principal
components
(PC model)Cfa6.72 Deletion 5.90 0.04 (0.052),
−0.96 (0.57),
1.11 (0.36)NA 4.98 × 10−4 GTF2IRD1*See table S7 for locus details. †P values from likelihood ratio test (adjusted significance threshold P = 2.38 × 10−3).6 of 12
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 possible, we only includedwolves that had beenhand-reared by humans
from before 10 to 14 days of age following the procedures established
by Klinghammer and Goodman (68) and those that were still living
in the same facility in which they were raised. Wolves experienced
24-hour contact with human caretakers for at least the first 6 weeks of
life, followed by contact during daylight hours until 4 months of age
and then daily human interaction with caretakers and other humans
thereafter. Therefore, in the current study, the lower level of sociability
displayed toward familiar individuals by wolves in comparison to pet
dogs could not be explained by lack of initial bond formation (social-
ization) or insufficient familiarity with their caretakers. Wolves did
show social interest in their caretakers, approaching them for greetings
when they entered during the sociability test in this study. However,
they then returned to other activities. This pattern of behavior might
be considered a “typical” social greeting for bonded adult animals,
whereas the prolonged greeting of pet dogs, sometimes lasting the full
2 min, would be considered exaggerated or hypersocial (7).
To ensure equivalent testing conditions, each species was tested in a
controlled setting most constant with their home environment (69);
dogs were individually tested at an indoor location in Corvallis, Oregon,
USA; wolves were tested in a familiar outdoor enclosure at Wolf Park,
Battle Ground, Indiana, USA. Testing procedures were the same for
both species. Each subject was assessed using two tests designed to
quantitatively probe their human-directed sociability along indices re-
levant to the clinical presentation of WBS: a solvable task test and a so-
ciability test (7, 8). Data from the solvable task test and sociability test
were used to calculate three indices relevant to behaviors that typify
WBS in humans: ABS, HYP, and SIS (table S15). Those tests are de-
scribed in detail in the following sections.
Solvable tasks and sociability measures. The solvable task test was
used tomeasure individual problem-solving performance, attentiveness
to humans, and the degree to which a familiar human’s presence in-
terfered with independent problem-solving behavior. Although this
problem-solving task is considered challenging, it has previously been
validated as physically solvable by wolves, small dogs, and large dogs
(8). All subjects were naïve to the problem before testing, and humans
were instructed to remain passive and neutral after placing the con-
tainer on the ground.
The sociability test consisted of a passive and an active phase, each
lasting for 2 min. One wolf (ID 2794) was not available for sociability
testing; therefore, sociability analysis was conducted on all 18 dogs and
9wolves. The experimenter spoke to and touched the subject if the animal
came close enough to reachwhile remaining on the bucket or chair. If the
animal moved away, then the experimenter called his/her name again to
regain the subject’s attention. All trials were recorded on video. For each
condition, videos were coded for time spent in proximity to the exper-
imenter and time spent touching the experimenter (7). An independent
coder blind to the purpose of this study double-coded 42% of these vi-
deos; interrater reliability was determined to be strong using a weighted
Cohen’s kappa, k = 0.75 (95% confidence interval, 0.64 to 0.86) (70).
It should be noted that many of the wolves in the current study have
participated and performed as well as or better than pet domestic dogs
on tasks related to social cognition (usinghuman cues to solve problems)
(26). Here, they quickly approached the humans to initiate a greeting or
to receive the puzzle box. The key difference we observed was that adult
dogs were more likely to engage in prolonged or exaggerated contact
with humans than adult wolves.
Behavioral indices relevant to WBS in humans. Data from the solv-
able task test and the sociability test were used to quantify canine behav-vonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017ior along indices relevant to the sociable phenotype of WBS, including
(i) time spent looking at the puzzle box in the solvable task test (time
look box), (ii) time spent looking at the human in the solvable task test
(time look human), time spent in proximity to a familiar experimenter
in the (iii) active and (iv) passive phases of the sociability test (“proxim-
ity familiar active” and proximity familiar passive), and time spent in
proximity to an unfamiliar experimenter in the (v) active and (vi) pas-
sive phases of the sociability test (“proximity unfamiliar active” and
“proximity unfamiliar passive”).
Data from the solvable task test and sociability test were used to cal-
culate three indices relevant to the behavior under selection during dog
domestication and analogous to behaviors that typify WBS in humans:
ABS, HYP, and SIS. ABS was calculated as the ratio of time spent
looking at the experimenter to the sum of the time spent looking at
the experimenter and the time spent looking at the puzzle box in the
solvable task test and was intended to quantify the proportion of the
animal’s attentiondirected toward the experimenter.HYPwas calculated
as the sum of the time spent in proximity to the experimenter in each
phase of the sociability test and was intended to quantify engagement
with humans across social scenarios. SIS was calculated as the sum of
the time spent in proximity to the experimenter in the two unfamiliar
phases of the sociability test and was intended to quantify engagement
with unfamiliar persons (tables S2 and S15).
PCA of behavioral indices. Dog and wolf behavior was also char-
acterized by PCA using data from the solvable task test (8) and socia-
bility test (table S2) (69) with the prcomp function in R (www.r-project.
org/). Inclusion of PCswas assessedwith the nFactors package inR (71).
Most of the component retention analyses indicated inclusion of the top
two PCs (Kaiser’s rule, 2; Horn’s parallel analysis, 2; acceleration factor,
2; optimal coordinates, 1). However, we found a relatively low percent-
age of behavioral variation explained by the first two PCs (cumulatively,
72%) and a lack of an obvious knee in the scree plot (fig. S2). In addition,
previous research has shown that inclusion of a greater number of
phenotypic PCs significantly increases the power of genome-wide as-
sociations (72). Therefore, the top three PCs were selected for use as
phenotypes in regression analyses.
Genetic sample collection and genomic enrichment
Following behavioral trials, 2 to 3 ml of blood was collected from each
dog and wolf from the cephalic, saphenous, or jugular vein, depending
on the individual, temperament, and accessibility of the vein. Blood was
deposited into a sterile blood collection tube, labeled, and then imme-
diately placed in a freezer kept below −18°C until shipped overnight on
ice for analysis. We chose 24 of 28 samples to sequence (dogs, n =16;
wolves, n= 8). Two of the original 18 dogswere removed from sequenc-
ing because of their low DNA yield; 2 of the original 10 wolves were
excluded from sequencing because of the lack of an opportunity to re-
draw blood samples from these individuals, either due to our institu-
tional protocols or due to the unavailability of the individual (tables
S1 and S5). We prepared genomic DNA from blood samples using
QIAamp DNA mini kits (DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit, Qiagen).
DNA was quantified using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer and checked on a
2% agarose gel for degradation.We followed up on a region under pos-
itive selection in the domestic dog genome on chromosome 6 that was
identified from a genome-wide scan of 48,036 SNPs (19), through
targeted resequencing of a ~5-Mb contiguous block (2,031,491 to
7,215,670 bp) that contained 46 Ensembl-annotated genes (39, 73),
27 of which have been described in WBS (table S4). We used a full-
service option offered by MYcroarray for DNA enrichment and ge-
nomic library preparation. We designed 80-nucleotide oligomer bait7 of 12
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 probes to target the region of interest (MYbaits kit design). Genomic
DNA was sonicated to approximately 300-bp fragment sizes, 500 ng
of which was used to construct Illumina TruSeq sequencing libraries.
Each library was dual index–amplified for eight cycles of PCR, yielding
between 590 and 1744 ng of the sequencing library. Of this, 500 ng was
used for the target enrichment with our custom MYbaits kit. Following
enrichment, libraries were amplified for six cycles, yielding between 6.7
and 14.7 ng of the library. Libraries were standardized by pooling 5 ng
from each library to a volume of 30 ml at 4 ng/ml for paired-end 2x67nt
sequencing in a single lane of Illumina HiSeq 2500. Refer to table S6 for
the enrichment summary statistics.
Sequence data processing and bioinformatics
For strict deplexing, we retained sequences with perfect matches be-
tween the observed and expected index sequence tags. Reads were
trimmed and clippedwith cutadapt-1.8.1 (74) to discard reads that were
<20 bp in length, exclude sites of lowquality (<20), and remove remnant
TruSeq adapter sequence. Mean and SDs of library insert sizes were
calculated individually for each animal with a custom python script
(https://gist.github.com/davidliwei/2323462). All reads were mapped
to the unmasked reference dog chromosome 6 (CanFam3.1, Ensembl)
generated from a boxer breed individual with BWA-0.7.12 (75). We
marked and removed PCR duplicates with picard-tools-1.138 (http://
picard.sourceforge.net). BAM files were then indexed and sorted, and
VCF fileswere produced fromSAMtools (76), fromwhichwe calculated
sequencing descriptive statistics. From the sorted BAM files, we next
used ANGSD (77) to call SNP genotypes with a minimum depth of
10× sequence coverage, a minimum mapping quality of 30, SNP P <
0.00001 and posterior probability >0.95, and aminimumvariant quality
of 20. Scores were also adjusted around the insertions/deletions with
the --baq flag. Monomorphic sites were excluded.
SNP genotypes were phased with SHAPEIT (78). We scanned the
region for signals of positive selection in the dog genome using cross-
population extended haplotype homozygosity [XP-EHH (79)] of
4844 SNPs within the resequenced region. Per-SNP FSTwas calculated
with a custom script (19). We normalized both the FST and XP-EHH
scores into a z-score to yield a mean of zero and an SD of 1. The prod-
uct of their z scores represented their composite “bivariate percentile
score.”We used the empirical rule to identify outlier loci in the 97.5th
percentile or greater (z score, >2). Peaks of selection had to contain at
least three outlier loci to be considered.
De novo annotation and genotype calling of
structural variants
Briefly, SVMerge is an SV detection platform that implements the RP
algorithm BreakDancer (80), RP and SR algorithm Pindel (81), and an
algorithm that clusters single-end mapped reads to detect insertions
(30). The SVMerge pipeline implements its constituent SV callers,
filters, and merges the variant calls and then computationally validates
breakpoints by Velvet de novo assembly (31). SoftSearch is an RP and
SR algorithm that is also the only available SVdetection platform,which
has been experimentally validated for high performance with custom
resequencing data (32, 82). InGAP-sv is an RD and RP algorithm that
uses depth-of-coverage signatures to identify putative SVs and then re-
fines and categorizes the variants based on RP signals (82). By integrat-
ing the output of these three programs, we leveraged the strengths of all
available SV detection algorithms and incorporated the best available
method for custom resequencing data (figs. S8 and S9).
Default parameters were used for each SV calling platform, except
where we used a minimum of 25× sequence coverage across all plat-
forms to call an SV and a minimum of five reads to form a single-endvonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017cluster (table S16). Because gaps in highly repetitive regions of the
reference genome represent the primary source of false positives in
SV discovery (83, 84), SV calls from all platforms were filtered with a
custom script that removed all variant calls with breakpoints that fell
inside gaps, microsatellites, and tandem repeats in the reference ge-
nome annotated by the UCSC Table Browser (85). The filtered sets
of SV output by each program were merged into a final table and then
clustered into a single event if both breakpoints fell within 200 bp of
each other (fig. S8) (86). The SVdetection platforms used in the pipeline
predict the presence or absence of SVs but not whether an animal is
homozygous or heterozygous for a given SV. It is more biologically
plausible that a given SV is heterozygous due to unequal crossing over
that mediates SV in theWBSCR17 in humans, which result in hemizy-
gous changes (20), and that large homozygous deletions are often fatal
(49). Thus, SV-positive loci were coded as heterozygous. Genotypes
were assigned with a custom script (table S17).
Statistical analysis
Candidate region association test
Theunivariate linearmixedmodel implemented in the programGEMMA
(87) was used to test for associations between SVs and each of the three
behavioral indices. The univariate module of GEMMA fits a set of geno-
types and corresponding phenotypes to a univariate linear mixed model
that accounts for fixed effects, population stratification, and sample struc-
ture. For each variant, the univariate model tested the alternative hypoth-
esis H1 (b ≠ 0) against the null hypothesis H0 (b = 0), using the Wald,
likelihood ratio, and score test statistics, where b is the effect size of each
variant on the phenotype of interest. Population stratification was
accounted for using either a centered or standardized relatedness matrix
as a random effect, where the authors recommend a centered matrix for
nonhuman organisms. Three univariate models were thus implemented:
the first estimating associations between SVs and ABS (ABS model), the
second between SVs and HYP (HYP model), and the third between SVs
and SIS (SIS model). For each univariate model, the centered related-
ness matrix was estimated from SNP genotypes in the target region by
GEMMA and was incorporated to account for relatedness and popu-
lation structure among the samples. SNP genotypes were used in
calculating the relatednessmatrix in place of SV genotypes because there
were more than an order of magnitude more SNP genotypes than SV
genotypes (4844 versus 89) onwhich the estimationwas based. Negative
values in the relatednessmatrix, indicating that therewas less relatedness
between a given pair of individuals than would be expected between two
randomly chosen individuals, were set to zero in the resulting matrix
(88, 89). Sex and agewere used as covariates. Only SVswithminor allele
frequency>0.025were tested (90). TheBonferroni correction formultiple
comparisons was used in conjunction with the simpleM method to ac-
count for linkage disequilibrium among variants (91) to establish signif-
icance thresholds. With simpleM (http://simplem.sourceforge.net/), we
estimated the effective number of independent tests as Meff = 21,
corresponding to a significance threshold of P = 2.38 × 10−3 (Bonferroni
cutoff of a = 0.05 for 21 independently tested SVs). The likelihood ratio
test was used to determine P values. Because the ABS phenotype was
calculated as a proportion, the arcsine transformation was applied before
all analyses; all other phenotypes were not transformed.
The multivariate linear mixed models of GEMMA estimate the as-
sociation between a given variant and all phenotypes of interest simul-
taneously, accounting for the correlation between the phenotypes and
generally exhibiting greater statistical power than univariate linear
mixed models. Specifically, the multivariate module of GEMMA fits a8 of 12
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 set of genotypes and corresponding phenotypes to a multivariate linear
mixed model that accounts for fixed effects, population stratification,
and sample structure. For each variant, GEMMA tests the alternative
hypothesis H1 (b ≠ 0) against the null hypothesis H0 (b = 0) using
the Wald, likelihood ratio, and score test statistics, where b is the effect
size of each variant for all phenotypes. In addition to the univariate
models implemented for each phenotype individually, the multivariate
linear mixed model of GEMMA was used to estimate associations be-
tween SVs and several behavioral phenotypes simultaneously. Two
multivariate models were implemented with the same model param-
eters and data transformation used in the univariate models: one esti-
mating associations between SVs and the indices of human-directed
sociability (behavioral index model) and the other estimating associa-
tions between SVs and the first three PCs of social behavior (PCmodel).
To investigate the possibility that SVs are associated with species
membership (dog versus wolf), we conducted an association scan
of each SV locus with species membership with PLINK (table S11)
(92). Variants strongly associated with social behavior, but not with
species membership, are particularly robust candidates for media-
tors of social behavior.
PCR validation and analysis of structural variants
We attempted to design primers flanking all SVs significantly asso-
ciated with human-directed social behavior (Table 1) as well as two
other SVs that were suggestive of an association but did not pass the
significance threshold (univariate model: HYP and Cfa6.6, b ± SE =
−138.8 ± 33.62, P = 5.75 × 10−3; ABS and Cfa6.83, b ± SE = −0.064 ±
0.09, P = 6.90 × 10−3). Primers were designed on the basis of the dog
reference genome (CanFam3.1) with Primer3 (table S18) (93). We
were unable to design primers that amplified Cfa6.3 and Cfa6.72,
and thus, high-confidence codominant genotypes could only be ob-
tained for Cfa6.6, Cfa6.7, Cfa6.66, and Cfa6.83. We note that Cfa6.3
is ~40 bp downstream of a 300-bp gap in the reference genome. It is
possible that this gap caused a false positive during the in silico anno-
tation of this locus, as any sequencing into the gap would not map to
the reference and could instead be interpreted as an insertion by SV
annotation algorithms.
For the 24 dogs and wolves in the targeted resequencing study,
along with a broader sampling of wild canids and dog breeds, we PCR-
amplified each SV locus and called genotypes based on banding patterns
in agarose gel electrophoresis. PCR conditions were as follows: 0.2 mM
deoxynucleotide triphosphates, 2.5 mMMgCl2, bovine serum albumin
(0.1 mg/ml), 0.2 mM each primer, 0.75 U of Amplitaq Gold (Thermo
Fisher Scientific), 1×Gold buffer, and ~10 ng of genomicDNA. Cycling
conditions were 10m at 95°C, followed by 30 cycles of 30 s at 95°C, 30 s
at 60°C (30 s at 55°C for Cfa6.83), and 45 s at 72°C, and a final 10-m
extension at 72°C. Ten to 15 ml of PCR product was run on a 1.8% agar-
ose gel and imaged for genotype calling (fig. S4). To confirm that the SVs
consist of TEs, PCR products for three individuals per homozygous
genotype were Sanger-sequenced, assembled, and aligned to CanFam3.1
in Geneious. Low-complexity regions in the TE at all three loci resulted
in poor sequence quality, and locus Cfa6.6 required additional internal
primers to sequence across the TE. Alignment to the dog reference ge-
nome shows that SV lengths are very similar to the in silico estimates
and that, in each case, the TEs are fully contained within the SV. Cfa6.6
is 196 bp (includes 188-bp TE), Cfa6.7 is 229 bp (193-bp TE), Cfa6.66 is
259 bp (187-bp TE), and Cfa6.83 is 216 bp (182-bp TE).
We used PCR to amplify and electrophoresis methods to genotype
four SVs in a panel of wild canids (gray wolves: Europe, n = 12; India/
Iran, n = 7; China, n = 3; Middle East, n = 14; North America, n = 15;vonHoldt et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1700398 19 July 2017coyotes: n = 13), the 16 domestic dogs from our initial sequencing ef-
forts, and 201 domestic dogs from 13 AKC-registered breeds (dogs:
Alaskanmalamute, n = 13; Bernesemountain dog, n = 20; border collie,
n=20; boxer,n=13; basenji,n=7; cairn terrier,n=18; golden retriever,
n = 16; Great Pyrenees, n = 17; Jack Russell terrier, n = 17; miniature
poodle, n = 10; miniature schnauzer, n = 16; pug, n = 19; saluki, n = 15).
We also genotyped 17 semidomestic populations represented by
NGSDs (n = 3), pariah dogs from Saudi Arabia (n = 4), and village dogs
from two locations (Africa, n = 5; Puerto Rico, n = 5). Although an ideal
design would include a large sampling of individuals from an experi-
mental dog-wolf cross (for example, F1 hybrids and backcrosses), this
is not possible to construct in the United States because it would require
generating an animal colony with years of selected breeding. An
alternative method would be to explore genome editing with CRISPR
(clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats)/Cas9
(CRISPR-associated protein 9), which has only recently been shown
to work in canines (94).
We selected breeds from across multiple breed-type clades, repre-
senting the different ancestries and behavioral functions. Each breed
was phenotyped according to AKC behavioral stereotypes (40) into a
category of either seeking or avoiding attention (seeks attention: Bernese
mountain dog, border collie, boxer, golden retriever, Jack Russell terrier,
miniature poodle, pug; avoids attention: Alaskan malamute, basenji,
cairn terrier, Great Pyrenees, miniature schnauzer, saluki, and all semi-
domestic dogs). The breeds that were classified as “seeks attention”were
those that typically attempted to engage with humans, familiar or un-
familiar (40). We did not require these breeds to be gregarious or hy-
persocial, in that they actively seek any human attention; rather, they
show preference for working with humans, spending time, receiving af-
fection, or offering behaviors to human counterparts. Conversely, the
breeds that avoid attention are those that would classically be catego-
rized as “aloof” or “independent.” They were either bred to exist on the
periphery of human life or tend to opt for individual pursuits.
Genome-wide SNP survey
We collected genome-wide SNP genotypes using theAffymetrix Axiom
K9HDSNPA (643,641 loci) and AxiomK9HDSNPB (625,577 loci) ar-
rays with an average concentration of 26.5 ng/ml for 11 of the 24 in-
dividuals with behavioral phenotypes (ndog = 5; nwolf = 6). Samples
with a dish quality control value of≥0.82 and call rate of≥97% were
retained. SNP genotype quality control and processing identified
that 794,665 SNPs, 56.3% of K9HDSNPA (250,545 loci) and 87% of
K9HDSNPB (544,120 loci), passed filtering metrics. Affymetrix re-
commended a subset of 544,120 loci (referred to as 544,000 SNPs) to
be included for all downstream analyses. We used PLINK to obtain a
pruned set of 25,510 uncorrelated and unlinked SNPs with the argu-
ment --indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2 and then conducted a PCAwith the pro-
gram flashPCA (fig. S7) (95). We also conducted a binary association
test in PLINK on the binary phenotype of species membership. Fur-
ther, we conducted a quantitative association test using the quantita-
tive behavioral traits and a significance threshold of P < 0.005, testing
each of the behaviors (ABS, HYP, and SIS) independently and then
jointly. Similar to the regression of the targeted resequencing data de-
scribed above, we also completed a univariate regression analysis with
GEMMAon the 544,000-SNP set and the quantitative behavioral phe-
notypes ofABS,HYP, and SIS.We incorporated kinship information via
a relatedness matrix. We adjusted the likelihood ratio test significance
threshold of P < 1st percentile to identify candidate regions. We con-
ducted gene ontology enrichment analysis inWebGestalt (96, 97) using
the reference genome as the reference set of genes, the hypergeometric9 of 12
SC I ENCE ADVANCES | R E S EARCH ART I C L Etest for evaluating the level of term enrichment, and adjusted the signif-
icance threshold due to multiple testing using the method of Benjamini
and Hochberg (98). We considered a term significant if the adjusted
value was P < 0.05.
Ethics
All subjects were volunteered by their owners/caretakers and remained
in their care throughout the study. Experimental procedures were eval-
uated and approved by Oregon State University’s Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) (protocol #4444). Laboratory
methods were conducted under the approved IACUC protocol #2008A-
14 of Princeton University. IACUC guidelines for animal subjects were
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fig. S1. Differences between dogs and wolves for three behavioral indices used to predict the
WBS phenotype.
fig. S2. Scree plot of principal components of human-directed social behavior.
fig. S3. Scan for positive selection using a bivariate percentile score (XP-EHH and FST) to
identify outliers (dashed line; bivariate score, >2) indicated as sites in the 97.5th percentile.
fig. S4. Gel electrophoresis banding patterns for three hypersociability-associated SV
genotypes.
fig. S5. A dot plot to represent the total number of insertions per population of species for
each outlier locus.
fig. S6. Plots from the ANOVA of the total number of SV insertions at four outlier loci.
fig. S7. PCA from 25,510 unlinked genome-wide SNPs from the Affymetrix K9HDSNP array for
six wolves and five dogs.
fig. S8. SV discovery pipeline.
fig. S9. Overlap in number of SVs identified by SVMerge, SoftSearch, and inGAP-sv.
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table S14. The significantly enriched (adjusted P < 0.05) gene ontology term from the
univariate regression analysis conducted in GEMMA with each behavioral trait and 544,000
genome-wide SNPs.
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